In the illustrative trigger menus (presented in the HLT/DAQ TDR) more than 50% of the rate at LVL1 and almost 40% of the rate at HLT come from electron signatures difficult to decrease the E T threshold of the selected electrons/photons without additional trigger resources the key to the B-physics programme is muons that can be identified cleanly at early stages of the trigger. They also give a clean flavour tag trigger must be more selective than only concentrating in basic signatures (e.g 23 kHz at LVL1 from single muons of p T >6 GeV) concentrate on exclusive channels (reconstruct online the mass of the B hadron) select online on transverse decay length (reconstruct primary and secondary vertex) 
ATLAS trigger strategy
Luminosity drops by a factor 2 during a 10 hours run. Use spare capacity for B-physics … LVL1 : 1 μ p T >6 GeV + 1 jet cluster E T >10 GeV LVL2 & Event Filter : confirm μ and jet cluster, decay vertex rec., refit tracks 
Tagging the B production flavour Rejection of bb→μ(6)X events without electron vs. efficiency of events bb→μ (6) 
Number of events after trigger + offline rec. 30 fb -1
⇒Improving the precision on sin 2β with the decay B d → J/ψK s will be possible (it is an important measurement that must be done) 
